The Age of Plenty
From the album Paradox of Choice (2015)

Within the tunnel of lights and shapes you’ll be completely mesmerized.
Then sound of thunder overwhelms you, leaves you paralyzed.
Here you find yourself on a rollercoaster to feel the rush of life.
Great to face your everyday life, hold on to survive.
Decisions, decisions we make, there you go!
You don’t want to be left behind, ready to move on?
And all the crowded places you visit are a torment to your soul.
Their bustle captures you when you start to lose control.
Is it need, is it greed or the quest for status that all follow you home?
Up to you to find the answer when you’re safe alone.
Resilience, Resilience you hear! Don’t give up!
Try to make it all leave your system, when you’re on your own.
On the side, you behold the race for the marketplace
And see these material things were made to fill a gap.
They all try to see if it meets their emotional needs.
You may find, it is consolation they all try to buy.
With up to hundred different brands that you can choose. We compare, we compare, we compare.
Light the light with twenty different matches you can use. Do we care? Do we care? Do we care?
‘Cause you are most intrigued by the choice. You’ll see, it all ends up unresolved.
We’re chasing dreams that will make us climb up high. Yes we try, yes we try, yes we try
And then we hope to be at last all satisfied. Still we try, still we try, still we try
‘Cause you are on your way to your goal. You’ll see, we all just aim for the sky.
Take the left direction when you move on to the right, when you’re destined to find your own way.
Aching for adventure when you fear the dark of night. This is roughly the price you will pay
‘Cause you are overwhelmed by the choice. You’ll see, it all ends up unresolved.
Back in the days of long distant past,
Before the future was born to amaze.
We only knew of things that would last
A lifetime, or longer, that was just the case.
Now in the age of buy and replace,
That “future” has left us a myriad of things.
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We’re not aware of the life that we chase,
of satisfying needs, while no-one hardly wins.
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